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THE OBJECTIVE.

How can we compare return rates between
online fashion retailers?
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Fast fashion - headline ﬁnancials don’t
tell the full story.
Top-level revenue metrics leave lots to be desired in assessing the performance of
online fashion retailers.
The prevalence of returning and refunding means that analysts must be conscious of
net-debits when assessing the viability of retailers such as Firm Y and Firm X.
Money Dashboard data can keep you ahead of the curve with daily updates on
credit/debit ratios and longer-term trends in product return-frequency and
return-value.
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All users

Measuring
brand-closeness.

FIRM X
FIRM Y

Before diving into comparative analysis
you’ll want to know how similar your
user base is.

Users with at
least £100 spend

FIRM X
FIRM Y

We track users spend regardless of
which account was used so can
identify distinct customers.
60% of all Firm X customers also shop
at Firm Y.
But 81% of those who spend at least
£100 overlap with Firm Y.
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No. of Money Dashboard Users

Mainly
Firm Y

Customer spend
comparisons.
Mainly
Firm X

Despite the high overlap in user bases,
we can easily show that most users
prefer to spend at Firm Y.
Shops
at both

Proportion of user’s spend at Firm Y

Users with positive spend at Firm X and Firm Y over previous 2-years, of users with 2-years account activity

We can look within overlapping user
groups to identify where else a given
merchants’ customers are spending,
and how much.
In the online fashion industry however,
spend isn’t everything - users may
spend more at Firm Y - but return just
as much.
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How do we account
for refunds?
We can view credits and debits across
users’ accounts at a transaction level.
Credits are matched only to debits within
the bounds of the merchant’s allowed
return period.
We can handle credits split across multiple
debits (e.g. Klarna payments) or across
multiple refunds.
Can separate credits within refund-period
from those outside of refund window.

£180

Debit

01/01/2020

£45

Debit

20/01/2020

£55

Credit

24/01/2020

£50

Credit

26/01/2020

£30

Credit

20/02/2020

Total Spend (£)
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Track refunds
against matched
purchases.
Having matched refunds to purchases
we can view high-points, low-points
and trends in refunding.
Firm X’s ﬁgures (left) show that refund
amounts peaked in July and November
of 2018, then rose throughout 2019.
Comparable to other merchants customisable to each merchants’ refund
rules - and can be cut by demography,
geography, and order-value.
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Detailed insight into
proportional refund
rates.
Firm X’s refund rates seem to be increasing.
Using our data we can examine year-on-year
change (or benchmark against similar
merchants, or similar user-bases).
Here we see that Firm X refund rates sat
slightly above 30% in April 2018, but peaked
at over 38% twelve months later.
These ﬁgures can be compared like-for-like
with other retailers. It may be that customers
are buying and returning more online
wherever they shop.
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Understanding refund
value split across
orders.

Overall

Without a refund

Number of transactions

100%*

65%

Total transaction value

100%

53%

Average transaction value

£42.01

£33.73
£8.28

We can begin to dissect returns by
examining exactly how much value is lost
and where. [three groups]
Here we see that Firm X typically sees
refunds on more expensive orders, with
orders made without a refund coming in
£8.28 lower on average
Where a refund is made, most are likely to
be for at least half the order value accounting for 88% of total refund value
and 76% of transactions.

Refund <50%

Refund >= 50%

Number of transactions

24%

76%

Total transaction value

25%

75%

£61.33

£56.83

12%

88%

£20.41

£45.57

Average transaction value
Total refund value
Average refund value

* Absolute total values have been redacted.
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FIRM Y

Comparing
retailers by their
users’ refunds.
Knowing how value is split across order
types, we’ll want to identify customers
who make high-value returns.
FIRM X

We calculate each user’s proportion of
orders returned (count score), and of
order value refunded (value score).
Comparing the distributions of scores
we see that frequent refunders at Firm X
(at the upper-quartile) return fewer than
half of their orders, whereas at Firm Y
this ﬁgure rises to over 60%.
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Flagging those most
responsible for
high-value refunds.
We saw that differences between Firm Y and
Firm X appear among the upper-quartile of
most-active refunders.
Most users never return items, so trends are
driven by the few who do. We see here that
36% of Firm X users have only ever returned,
at most, 10% of their orders.
We can ﬂag customers that make returns on
at least 50%, and 90% of orders while also
identifying users whose refunds account for
more than 20% of order value.

FIRM X
36%
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THE SUMMARY.
Fast fashion retailers such as Firm Y and Firm X offer generous
returns policies, adding cost that’s hard for analysts to track.
Our data allowed us to identify overlapping and comparable
customer bases. By linking refunds to debits at a transactional
level, we were able to identify refund behaviour in a customer
base. In our example we observe a volatile, but upward trend
in Firm X return rates.
We found that refund value is typically concentrated in
refunds more most of the order value - so when a return is
made it’s typically high-value.
Having done so, we identiﬁed high-volume or high-volume
refunders, which in turn allows us to visualise the distribution
of customers’ refund behaviour and ﬂag high-risk customers.
Applying this analysis, we see that despite their overlapping
customer bases, shoppers at Firm X refund less in value terms
than at Firm Y, despite making about as many returns.
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Join our mission to help millions master their money

